
Steam cleaners
SG 4/4

The compact SG 4/4 steam cleaner with powerful 4-bar steam pressure. With continuously variable steam
volume control and VapoHydro function for perfect cleaning results without the use of chemicals.

Equipment:
• Steam suction hose with handle
• Steam tubes 2 ×
• Floor nozzle
• Hand nozzle
• Round brush, black
• Upholstery nozzle with brush
• Power nozzle
• Point jet nozzle

Order no.: 1.092-104.0

Technical data
Voltage (V) 220-240

Heating output (W) 2300

Tank capacity l 4

Cord length (m) 7.5

Steam pressure (bar) 4

Weight without accessories (kg) 8

Dimensions (L × W × H) (mm) 475x320x275

Frequency (Hz) 50-60



Details

Description
The SG 4/4 is a compact and robust steam cleaner which offers outstanding power and certified
disinfection*. Optimal cleaning effect is achieved thanks to 4-bar steam pressure. Continuously variable
steam volume control and the VapoHydro function (continuous regulation of steam saturation) mean that
the machine can be adapted perfectly to any cleaning task. The 2-tank system can be refilled at any time,
and ensures a rapid heat-up time as well as uninterrupted operation. The temperature indicator also helps
to ensure optimal cleaning results. The machine is extremely versatile and cleans without the use of
chemicals. The extensive equipment package includes two floor nozzles (for abrasive and hygienic
cleaning), an integrated storage compartment for accessories, an integrated cord hook and a pipe intake
for space-saving storage. (*According to prEN 16615, PVC floor, machine: SG 4/4 (floor nozzle with slats,
30 cm/sec, max. steam pressure, min. VapoHydro), test bacteria: Enterococcus hirae ATCC 10541)

Features & Benefits
Two-tank system
Since only part of the overall volume is heated, a constant steam flow is quickly produced.

The fresh water tank can be continuously filled as the boiler and tank are separate.

With a total capacity of over 4 litres, the SG 4/4 can be used for long periods without refilling.

VapoHydro
Thanks to VapoHydro, the steam level can be infinitely adjusted to the cleaning task.

In addition to the steam pressure, the saturation can be infinitely adjusted from full steam to hot water.

With the hot water jet, even stubborn dirt can be effectively dissolved from the start.

Accessory storage compartment
The on-board storage compartment enables storage of a variety of accessories.

Tubes can also be stored at the rear of the unit.

Special small parts are always safely stored and cannot get lost.

Hygienic cleaning
The avoidance of aggressive cleaning agents protects the operator and treated surfaces.

Hygienic cleaning without the use of chemical substances.

Only water is used for cleaning – unharmful to health and cost-effective.



Accessories

Cloth kit
Cloth set 5 Stueck
Lint-free, absorbent and hard-wearing: 5 extra wide high-quality cotton floor
cloths.
Order no. 6.369-481.0

Cloth set
Set of 5 high-quality cotton cleaning cloths suitable for use with hand tool
Order no. 6.370-990.0

Cloth set Steam+Clean Bath
Cloth set contains different microfibre cloths for steam cleaner use in bathrooms.
Order no. 2.863-171.0

Cloth set Steam+Clean Kitchen
Cloth set with different microfibre cloths for steam cleaner use in kitchens.
Order no. 2.863-172.0

Cloth set Steam+Clean Floor
2 soft microfibre velour floor cloths for easy dirt removal. For perfectly clean
floors.
Order no. 2.863-173.0

Cloth set Steam+Clean Cover
2 soft microfibre velour covers for hand tool. Ideal for removing stubborn dirt, e.g.
on cookers.
Order no. 2.863-174.0



Miscellaneous
Replacement O-ring kit
Replacement O-ring set for replacement of O-rings for diverse steam cleaner
accessories.
Order no. 2.884-312.0

Nozzle for hangings
Wallpaper stripper ideal for removing wallpaper and glue residues using the
power of steam.
Order no. 2.863-062.0

Nozzles
Power nozzle
Power nozzle with extension considerably increases the cleaning power of the
detail nozzle. Ideal for easy and environmentally friendly cleaning of difficult to
reach areas, e.g. corners.
Order no. 2.884-282.0

Hand nozzle
Hand tool with additional brushes for cleaning small areas such as shower
cubicles, wall tiles, etc. Suitable for use with or without cover.
Order no. 2.884-280.0

Point jet nozzle
Ideal for cleaning in crevices, corners, edges and other difficult to reach areas.
Together with the round brush, the applications are numerous.
Order no. 2.884-281.0

Floor tool
New, innovative floor tool for even better cleaning results – thanks to optimised
steam utilisation and larger cleaning surface.
Order no. 2.885-142.0

Window nozzle
Window tool thoroughly cleans glass, windows or mirrors using a clean steamer.
Order no. 2.863-025.0



Nozzles
Window nozzle
Window tool thoroughly cleans glass, windows or mirrors using a clean steamer.
Order no. 4.130-115.0

Rubber squeegee for window tool
Rubber squeegee for seam cleaner window tool.
Order no. 6.273-140.0

Sets of brushes
Round brush kit
Practical round brush set available in two colours.
Order no. 2.863-058.0

Steam cleaners
Floor nozzle 300 mm
Order no. 6.906-185.0

Bristle rink set black CuZn
Brass bristles for persistand dirt
Order no. 2.863-075.0

Driving carriage DE 4002
To transport the DE 4002 to cleaning site. Accessories are always on-board and
ready for use.
Order no. 6.962-239.0


